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Stena Power & LNG Solutions
At Stena we believe Gas should always travel first class.
Stena Power & LNG Solutions' Jettyless LNG to Power Technology embraces that
ethos, facilitating safe and reliable import / export LNG Transfer as well as Regasification and
Power delivery.
Our patented technology and solutions have been created to ensure our clients achieve
operational and commercial advantage with increased safety.
Our expertise in LNG technology is comprehensive and with the strength of the wider Stena
Group behind us, we are uniquely able to leverage further commercial and operational LNG
experience to the benefit of our clients.
We are passionate about sustainability, and through our Jettyless solutions we offer clients the
opportunity to ensure a reduced environmental footprint in comparison to traditional fixed
infrastructure.
As a proud subsidiary of Stena, one of the world's leading shipping conglomerates, we are
guided every day by our shared principles of care, innovation and performance.

LNG to Power Challenges

Our Solutions

Inflexible and expensive solutions

Modular and flexible technology with variable capex

+

+

Low capacity utilization

High granularity – can be built to have high capacity utilization

=

=

Economies of scale challenges

Makes new projects possible
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Our Solutions
Our proprietary solutions offer operational and commercial advantage with optimum safety.
The Jettyless LNG to Power Technology facilitates safe and reliable import / export LNG transfer. Our relocatable terminals offer
flexible, cost-efficient solutions without the requirement for expensive permanent jetty infrastructure. In comparison with
traditional LNG Transfer / Regasification / Power technology, each solution provides reduced capital and operational
expenditure, reduced scheduling and minimum environmental impact.
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Our Solutions
Integrated Power Barge
The Integrated Power Barge (IPB) incorporates LNG receiving,
storage, regasification and LNG and gas distribution, coupled with
competitive and flexible power generation.
The relocatable solution offers integrated LNG terminal functions
and is suitable for small scale LNG logistics.
The IPB can cater for power generation requirement from
100MW with mid-merit and load-following up to larger baseload
demand.
The critical mass of the power generation enables the utilisation of
natural gas in the form of LNG in locations where such is not
readily available. The prime use of the solution's power generation
capacity is to open up local markets for the wider distribution and
utilisation of LNG and natural gas, making such economically and
practically viable and reducing costs and emissions.
The IPB is compatible with storage expansion (FSU) and adjacent
regas expansion, enabling incremental modular development, inline with Stena’s building block philosophy.
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Integrated Power Barge
Optimum locations and capacities
The IPB can operate in sheltered waters or ports and provides for
LNG import and storage coupled with regasification for its onboard
power plant. Thus providing an alternative LNG and gas
distribution.
The solution facilitates demand for 100-300MW of highly flexible
power generation, utilising internal combustion engines and heat
recovery units, or combined cycle gas turbines, or a combination of
both. The IPB’s onboard LNG tanks allows for receiving and
regasification of LNG for the onboard power plant’s own
consumption, in addition to enabling LNG distribution to small
ships and/or LNG tank containers.
The IPB also provides an option for the installation of additional
regasification capacity allowing for distribution of gas to third party
gas consumers such as other local power producers and industrial
consumers. The IPB will be built to meet the international and
national rules and regulations for LNG and power generation
facilities, including environmental standards.
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Integrated Power Barge
Construction
The Integrated Power Barge will be constructed in a qualified
shipyard, under one “turn-key” contract, incorporating detailed
design, engineering, procurement, construction and testing.
The construction solution provides for a shorter development and
construction time, lower construction cost, minimum environmental
impact during construction and operation, and the floating nature
allows for the complete asset to be removed at the end of its
mission.
Renewables compatibility
The IPB’s power generation facility is targeting the increasing
demand for flexible and load-following generation capacity, enabling
grid balancing and ancillary services to support the variability
caused by the expanding presence of renewable power generation
from wind and solar sources.
Incorporating heat recovery units in both our internal combustion
engines and gas turbines solutions provides for the highest
generation efficiency.
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Integrated Power Barge
Offering optimal LNG logistics
LNG as fuel will be transported to the IPB with small LNG carriers,
part cargo from conventional LNG carriers, or a conventional LNG
carrier may be moored alongside the IPB and act as a floating
storage unit (FSU), allowing conventional cargo sizes to be received.
This enables LNG as fuel to be supplied in the optimal way
depending on its location.

Expansion capability
The solution incorporates LNG storage and regasification for its own
fuel consumption. In addition, it may discharge LNG to small ships or
land-based LNG tanks such as containers or tank trailers. The IPB
also incorporates the option to install additional regasification
modules (via our patented solution), enabling gas to be provided as
fuel via pipeline connection to third party gas consumers, such as
land-based power generators and industrial users.
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Integrated Power Barge
Reliable technology
The IPB is based on well-known and established LNG and power generation technologies, solutions and practises, supplied by
recognised and reputable OEM’s. This is complemented by Stena’s highly reputed design, construction supervision and operational
experience
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Our Solutions
Self-installing Power Plant
Our highly-efficient Self-installing Power Plant (SPP) offers safe
and cost-effective offshore power generation, meeting a variety
of market requirements.
In comparison to conventional land-based equivalent power
plants, the SPP offers mobility, minimised capital expenditure, as
well as short construction lead times.
Providing temporary or permanent power to remote areas,
shoreline industrial hubs, the SPP platform is situated well above
the waterline, unexposed to wave loads and motions.
The solution is adaptable depending on the required power. A
typical SPP may have a power generation capacity of 300-600
MW utilising highly efficient combined cycle gas turbines.
Smaller standardized power platforms can also be provided with
typical output options of 150 MW, 100 MW, 75 MW or 50 MW.
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Gas to Power Solution with Carbon Capture & Storage Injection
Solution
A highly efficient combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) 300 - 600
MW self-installing Power Platform, alongside a Carbon Capture
Platform with reservoir injection capacity of up to 1.3mtpa CO2
Fuelling Options
•
•

Pipeline gas from nearby production fields
Regasified LNG received from Stena’s Jettyless LNG terminal, with
additional regasification capacity for pipeline distribution

Multiple Applications
•
•
•

Power evacuated via subsea cable to onshore locations
Load balancer/sub-station in conjunction with offshore wind farms
Offshore oil and gas platforms electrification facility

Additional Benefits
• Re-deployable infrastructure assets
• Ammonia/Hydrogen may be introduced when core GT units are
adapted to burn the fuel, alternatively other liquid LPGs
• Expanded regasification and carbon capture injection capacities
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Our Solutions
Self-installing Regas Platform
The Self-installing Regas Platform (SRP) offers a more cost
effective, flexible and robust LNG regasification solution, capable
of meeting increasing demand for small, mid and conventional
size LNG receiving terminals.
The SRP solution utilises robust jack-up platform technology
combined with an industry proven and trusted LNG regasification
system. With the legs rooted to the seabed and the platform
situated well above the waterline, the SRP is not exposed to
wave loads and motions as is common with traditional
LNG regasification barges and FSRU’s. This ensures
optimum regasification and gas delivery regularity.
The SRP also provides additional flexibility as the SRP deck is
scalable, offering larger deck space normally available in a
traditional FSRU conversion.
When coupled with the JFT and FSU, this unique proprietary
technology enables a fully Jetty-Less LNG terminal solution that
provides unmatched advantages and cost benefits compared to
other traditional LNG terminal solutions.
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Our Solutions
Jettyless Floating Terminal
The Jettyless Floating Terminal (JFT) meets the industry's
demand for lower cost and more flexible LNG import and export
transfer solutions.
The JFT unit contains all the required equipment, systems and
safety features normally installed on a jetty, making the JFT
fully autonomous. It can be adapted for all LNG carriers from
small distribution / bunker vessels to the largest existing LNG
carriers.
Designed to cope with wave conditions, the semi-submersible
unit ensures high operational regularity, and requires low
operational expenditure, as no propulsion, additional large
machinery or manpower between loading operations is
required.
Self-propelled with hose-handling crane in-built, the JFT can
operate both connected to shore and connected to an offshore
installation (FSU or similar).
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Why Jettyless?
The Jettyless LNG to Power Technology has been created to meet the demand for lower cost and more flexible LNG import and
export terminals.
In comparison with fixed jetty infrastructure, Jettyless solutions offer Cost, Safety, Availability and Uptime, Flexible Redeployment
and Environmental advantages. Our technologies are available to purchase, lease or sublease, offering clients considerable
commercial advantage. Find out more below
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Why Jettyless?
Key Advantages
Stena's Jettyless LNG to Power Technology is modular, allowing
for expeditious construction that can take place off-site.
Construction in a controlled environment of a shipyard provides
better control of safety and quality. The SRP solution also
enables bespoke options for your project; for example the
possibility of using Forced Ambient Air Vaporizers (FAAS) as
regasification system, eliminating the use of seawater for heating
of the LNG.
The technologies are also scalable. As an example, your project
can start with an older small FSU with a low regasification
capacity SRP. At the second stage of development, the FSU could
be replaced to a larger vessel and a second SRP could be added.
Meaning you can gradually grow capacity and total investment
simultaneously in a measured and controlled manner.
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Why Jettyless?
Prudent Investment
Eliminating fixed infrastructure expenditure.
Our relocatable Jettyless solutions offer considerable cost
efficiencies in comparison to jetty moored FSU / FSRUs. We work
with our clients to offer solutions which meet their
requirements, including flexible leasing terms. With minimized
infrastructure, our solutions offer quicker gas-to-market
capability. For construction, we always try to accommodate the
client's preferred choice of yard, providing expected standards
are met.
Furthermore, substantial OPEX savings will be achieved as
the facilities will require fewer crew and less maintenance than
other solutions that may be kept on standby or require to leave
as a result of strong wind or high waves (for example a jetty
moored FSRU).
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Why Jettyless?
Safety
Safety is at the heart of our design and construction.
Our solutions offer a reduced collision risk with 150m STS
transfer distance between FSU and LNGC compared to the 5m
distance for traditional STS.
Our terminals are unmanned during LNG transfer, further
minimising the risk profile.
There is reduced disconnection time and our solutions are also
tsunami and earthquake resistant
Availability and Uptime
Unmatched gas delivery availability
•

Spread Mooring System designed for permanent mooring
of FSU

•

Ensures up to 100% gas delivery regularity

•

High STS availability - LNGC moored independently 150m
away - particularly important in continued swell conditions
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Why Jettyless?
Redeployment Flexibility
The complete Jettyless LNG terminal facilities can be relocated
and redeployed at a new location should gas delivery
requirements change.
All systems and units are floating, making them simple to
relocate. No large jetty structures or other fixed infrastructures
will have to be removed with corresponding additional cost and
environmental consequences.
Reduced Environmental Impact
At Stena we work to ensure the sustainable and ecologically
sound use of resources. This entails respect for the
precautionary principle, with the aim of protecting the
environment, preventing pollution, increasing the efficiency of
energy use and minimizing waste and greenhouse gas
emissions.
•
•
•
•

Small environmental footprint
No fixed structures
Less interference with fishing activities
Recyclable infrastructure
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Stena’s value creation
•

•

The Stena AB Group contributes to value creation and society's development by providing maritime
The Stena
AB Group
contributes
to value offering
creationsecure
and society's
transportation
of goods,
vehicles
and passengers,
homes development
in the Group'sbyproperties, generating
maritime
of goods,
vehicles and passengers, offering secure
electricityproviding
from wind
power, transportation
and building strong
companies.
homes in the Group's properties, generating electricity from wind power, and building
strong
companies.
The Group's
stability
is ensured through a deliberate strategy to focus on activities in contracyclical industries.
The Group's activities create employment for thousands of people all over the world.
The Group's stability is ensured through a deliberate strategy to focus on activities in
contracyclical industries. The Group's activities create employment for thousands of
people all over the world.

For more information please contact:
Commercial Enquiries
Thomas Blystad
Commercial Manager, Floating
Power
thomas.blystad@stena.com
Cell phone: +44 7785258515
Project and Technology Enquiries
Svein B. Hellesmark
Chief Technology Officer
svein.hellesmark@stena.com
Cell phone: +47 90 59 87 85
www.StenaPowerLNG.com
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